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INTRODUCTION

A major goal in nuclear physics is to understand how nuclear structure comes about from
the underlying interactions between nudeons. This requires modelling nuclei as collections of
strongly interacting nucleons. We start v. ith realistic nuclcon-nuc!eonwpotentials. supplemented
with consistent three-nucleon potentials and two-body eleciroweak current operators, and try to
predict nuclear ground properties, such as the binding energy, density and momentum
distributions, and electromagnetic form factors. We also seek to predict other properties of nuclei
such as excited states and low -energy reac.ions.

HAMILTONIAN

One problem in developing a microscopic picture of nuclear structure is that we do not have
a working theory tor the fundamental forces between nucleons. Although quantum
cnrornodynamics gives some hope of eventualh understanding the strong force, it has not yet been
developed to the point where it can make quantitative predictions for nucleon-nucieon (NN)
interactions For studying many-body svstems we generally rely on potential representations,
wnere the choice of potential forms is guided by meson-exchange theory. To fit NN scattering
data and deuteron properties requires a complicated operator structure for the NN potential
runner, meson-exchange theory and the existence of low-energy (>3(K) MeV) nucleon resonances
suggests that there should be significant mam-hody forces, which" requires three-nucleon (NNN)
or higher order potentials in a nucleons-orm representation. In practice, the NN potential gives a
much larger contribution to the energy anJ induces the major correlations in the nuclear wave
junction, but the NNN potential contributes <• significant fraction of the total binding and is crucial
tor obtaining quantitative agreement with nuclear masses.

A realistic nuclear Hamiltonian can he written in the form:

+ Xv•• + X v- t
i<j • i < j < k '•* ' *• ^

- .j ~—.. NN potential fit to elastic .^altering data and deuteron properties, and Viik is an
N potential fit to many-body gn>.-,id siaie jncreies. Most realistic NN potentials can be written

in an operator iorm:

V j j Lsan
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. (2)

where the first fourteen operators are:

0? = 1. T , -T j . Oj-Gj. (O,-a ;)(Ti-T ). Sjj. Si j(Ti-Tj). L " S . L " S (T j -T j ) .

i A L-(Ti-Tj). L-(Oi-O;). L-lOj-OjXTi-Tj). (L- t)-, ( t - ?)-(Ti-Tj) . (3)

Examples are the Reid v^ potential!. which uses the first eight operators above, and the Argonne
vi4 potential2, which uses all fourteen operators shown. One convenient feature of these particular
models is that the expectation value for the first six operator components of Vjj is much larger than
for the remaining components, i.e.:

(p|/p(nj)O?)»(pj|:i4vp(r;j)on). (4)

This makes it possible to treat these latter components, which are more difficult to evaluate in
configuration space codes, in a penurname fashion. Other realistic potentials, such as the
Nijmegen3 and Paris4 models, use p- operators instead of. or in addition to. L- operators:
however, the contribution of the latter operators is significantly larger in these other models.

The meson-theoretic basis for the NN potential is illustrated in Fig. 1. The dominant long-
range interaction is one-pion exchange, which has the operator structure:

V y = X ' i j(T i"TJ) = [Y(rij)Oj- Oj - T ( : j)S,,]TJ-TJ . (5)

At intermediate ranges, two-pion exchange, with the possible excitation of intermediate A
resonances, is the dominant reaction. Analysis with interaction models that include explicit A
degrees of freedom- show that these processes provide significant attraction, which is
predominantly central in character, but includes important components for the first six operators of
eq.(3). At shorter ranges the interaction may be dominated by the exchange of heavier mesons,
such as the p and co. or the quark substructure of nucleons may start to play some more
complicated role.

Realistic models for the three-nucleon potential also have a non-trivial operator dependence,
commonly starting with a long-range two-pion-exchange part of the Fujita-Miyazawa form-"':

Vi]k - A£{X;j.X-!}{T i-Tj.T i-Tk} T \ [Xj.XJUTrTj.Ti-Tk], (6)

which is built up from the one-pion-exchangc operators. In the Urbana series6-7 of N'NN
potentials a phenomenological intermediate-range repulsive term is added:

which can be viewed as an interference of the intermediate range attraction between two NN pairs
sharing one nucleon. Such terms arise from meson-exchange diagrams shown in Fig. 2. The
overall strengths of the attractive and repulsKe parts. A and U. are adjusted to fit nuclear binding
energies in many-body calculations.
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The variational method can be used 10 obtain approximate solutions of the many-body
Schrodinger equation for Hamiltonians of the kind given above and for a wide range of nuclear
systems:"few-body nuclei6-78 such as 3H and 4He.light nuclei9 such as 16O and ^°Ca, nuclear
matter10-11 and neutron stars--. A suitably parametrized trial function ^ v is used to calculate an
upper bound to the energy using the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle:

< w v > (8)
<*v|*v>

The parameters in *¥v are varied to minimize Ev. and the lowest value is Laken as the approximate
ground-state energy. The corresponding 4\- can then be used to calculate other propenies of
interest. A better energy may be obtained~using lPv as a starting point for a perturbation or Green's
function Monte Carlo calculation13.

TRIAL FUNCTION

A general and successful trial function for nuclear problems can be made from a correlated
operator product:

j . < k H d ^ i i ) ( 9 )

where ^ j is a Jastrow wave function, and Ujj. U ^ . and U i]k are two- and three-body correlation
operators:

yk 5 V « jk (n J . r j k . r k l ) . (13)

The operators are the same as in eq.(3). and since they are non-commuting, the symmetrization
operator S is required in the product of eq.(9). The first six operators have a nice closed algebra
and are conveniently treated together in eq.(ll). The spin-orbit (LS) correlations are more
expensive to work with because of their gradient operators, so they are taken separately in eq.(12)
in a perturbative fashion: this is justified for interactions that have the property of eq.(4). The
three-nucleon interaction (TNI) correlations represent the perturbative influence of V i jk.

The <t> is an antisymmetric single-panicle state, with appropriate properties for the system
of interest, e.g.. the quantum numbers JMTT3 for a particular nucleus. For few-body nuclei we
have used a single-particle <J> with spin-isopin variables and no spatial dependence, e.g.. for 4He:

|Oa(JMTT3)) = |*a(0000)> =A IpTpinfnj) . (14)

Calculations are in progress for five- and six-body nuclei with a generalized version of the Jastrow
wave function containing different central correlations fss, fpp, and fSn for pairs in the s-shell. pairs
in the p-shell. and mixed pairs, respectively. For example, lor six nucleons:



fpP(r56) iO«(OOOO)x0pp(JMTT3)) } , (15)

where the single-particle wave function is in an LS coupling form:

|3>pp(JMTT3)> = q>plR5«)<l»p(R6a) * (1 6)

and <pD(R) is a p-wave solution for a particle in a well. The relevant <Ppp are <t>pp(l 100) for 6Li and
3>pp(001-l) for 6He. For I 6O. we use a product of four (4x4) determinants, one for spin-up
protons, one for spin-down protons, etc.. each determinant containing one s-wave and three p-
wave radial functions.

The central f(rj,) and nonceniral upfo,) pair correlation functions reflect the influence of the
two-body potential at'short distances, while satisfying asymptotic boundary conditions of cluster
separability. Reasonable functions are generated by minimizing the two-body cluster energy of a
somewhat modified interaction ( V - A ) , which contains a number of variational parameters. This
leads to a set of eight coupled differential equations for the first eight operators^. Representative
correlation functions used in 4He are shown in Fig. 3. Here the central f(r;j) is small at short
distances, to reduce the contribution of the repulsive core of the NN potential, and peaks at an
intermediate distance corresponding to the maximum attraction of the NN potential. The fall-off at
larger distances keeps the s\stem confined. The noncentral up(rij) are all relatively small.

The Fjjk in eq.(l 1) is a supplemental three-body correlation without operator dependence
that reduces the noncentral pair operators when a third particle comes between the correlated pair.
The TNI correlation of eq.(13) is taken in a simple penurbative form, with all the operator
dependence of eqs.(6)-{7) included: 6 is a small negative number and 7 a scaled radial variable.

CALCULATIONAL METHOD

The method used to evaluate the energy expectation value varies with the size of the system
under consideration. For small systems, AsSl direct integration is possible using Monte Carlo
sampling14. For larger nuclei. 8<;A<;40. a cluster expansion is required9, with Monte Carlo
techniques used to evaluate the terms in the expansion. For nuclear matter a cluster expansion is
also used, but to date integral equation techniques have been used to sum terms10; we expect that
Monte Carlo techniques will eventually be applied in this case also.

For few-body nuclei we represent lPv(R) as a vector in spin-isospin space, with 2A x
[A!/Z!(A-Z)1] complex numbers. The Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm is used to perform the
3A-dimensional integrals. Sampling is done both on the set of positions. R, and the order of
operators in the symmetrized product of eq.(9).

The basic unit of computation in this procedure is the pair operation l^m+l) = ( l+Ui j^m)
which is iterated to build up the correlated operator wave function of eq.(9) from the Jastrow wave
function. For a Hamiltonian containing the Reid vg and Urbana VII interaction models, and using
only U;J correlation operators, one energy evaluation requires (3+6n)p+9t such pair operations,
where n, p, and t are respectively the number of particles, pairs, and triples in the system. Kinetic
energy, which is evaluated using numerical differences for the Vj- operator, is the most time-
consuming term. The overall computational effort required is the product of the vector length for
^v and the number of pair operations. This factor is shown in Table 1 for nuclei with 3sAsl6.
Spin-orbit correlations and L—dependent potential terms require additional effort because of their
gradient operators, as do TNI correlations.



The rapid growth in effort required as A increases limits application of direct integration to
A<8 nuclei. For larger nuclei we use a cluster expansion for the Ujj and other correlation terms to
evaluate H. Consider the expansion for the NN potential:

( y V i j ) = - i<. 'J «<i<t l j k V-_A_ (17)
"»<j J 1 + I d : ; + 2 d i i k + ... + d p A

i<j 'J i<j<k lik 1 - . .A

where the numerator and denominator cluster terms are given by:

(18a)

^ (18b)

2 (I + U^K l + Ufj^Vi^l+UijkHS 2 (l+Uij)l|Vj> - S^ny . (18c)(
CY C

etc. This may be regrouped as a linked cluster expansion:

<Zv-j> = I c i i + . S c i j k + . . . + c p . . A . (19)

Cij = nij/( l+dij> . (20a)

(20b)
eve J J c\c

The expectation values of these individual cluster terms, ny. djj, etc., are evaluated using Monte
Carlo techniques similar to those in the few-body nuclei. The brackets in eq.(l7) denote a full 3A-
dimensional integration, with the central correlations and antisymmetry of the Jastrow wave
function treated completely. However, the spin-isospin algebra is only needed for the particles that
have noncentral correlation operators; the effort required to evaluate these cluster terms is thus
much reduced, as shown in Table 2. Energy evaluation of 16O through the four-body cluster level
is 106 times cheaper than in the direct integration that keeps the spin-isospin information of all
sixteen nucleons.

The cluster expansion is not useful unless it converges rapidly. The convergence for 16O is
reasonably good at the four-body cluster level, as shown in Table 3. where the contributions of the
kinetic energy, two- and three- nucleon potentials are shown at the one-, two-, three-, and four-
body cluster levels. The next to last column gives the sum of these terms through four-body
cluster level, while the last column gives an extrapolated estimate for the total energy through
sixteen-bod\ cluster level. The kinetic energy converges rapidly, as does the two-body potential
contribution. The three-body potential has not converged at the four-body level, however, and
there is a significant extrapolation in this term.

RESULTS

The experimental ground-state binding energies of 3H and 4Ke arc shown in Table 4, along
with the results of variational calculations for different Hamiltonians. For comparison we also
show some results calculated with other methods. For 3H there are essentially exact 34-channel
Faddeev results15, while for both 3H and 4He there are also Green's function Monte Carlo
(GFMC) calculations13. Compared to these, the variational wave function gives upper bound
energies that are 3-4% above the exact results. One can also see from the table that realistic NN
potentials alone do not g-\e enough binding compared to experiment, but it is possible to pick a
supplemental NNN c:nLT.:.ai :hai will aive the correct energv in exact calculations.



The around-state binding energy per nucleon of 6Li, l 6O, and 40Ca is given in Table 5,
alone with variational and other~results. The 6Li calculation is the first for six-body nuclei with a
realistic nuclear Hamiltonian. Although the binding energy is not far from the experimental vaiu*,,
it is less than that of separated 4He and-H nuclei for the same interaction, and thus is not stable. A
previous calculation of 16O using the coupled cluster method16 and the Reid potential has a similar
probiem: the nucleus is less bound per nucleon than 4He. An attempt at direct integration with a
variational wave function for the Reid V6 interaction also gave too little binding17. In the present
calculation, with a realistic interaction including a three-nucleon potential. l S O is slightly more
bound per nucleon than 4He. thus demonstrating why we do not all sound like Donald Duck. The
result is also quite close 10 the experimental value, as is the preliminary result for 40Ca with the
same Hamiltonian. However, the present 40Ca result has a very large statistical uncertainty, as
shown in the table.

Other properties of interest include the point nucleon density distribution, which is shown
in Fig. 4 for 4He, l 6O. and 40Ca. This is calculated by direct integration in the few-body nuclei,
but a cluster expansion is again needed for larger systems. Computations of the nucleon
momentum distributions7 and electromagnetic form factors using consistent electromagnetic current
operators18 are in progress.

CONCLUSIONS

Good progress has been made in the microscopic study of nuclear structure for few-body
nuclei and nuclear matter in recent years. Current work is now concentrating on the ground states
of intermediate size systems. 4<As40, where the number of nucleons is large enough to make

The difficulty in obtaining stable light nuclei may be due to inadequate searching of the
variaiional parameter space, or to fundamental inadequacies in the variational ansatz. or it may be
due to the crude paramutrization of the NNN potential. Obtaining a consistent description of
nuclear systems with realistic interactions remains a challenging problem. Continued progress will
require advances in the many-body Hamiltonian, the many-body theory, and the available
computational resources.
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Table 1. Computational effort for one energy evaluation for various
nuclei using direct integration.

nucleus

3H
4He
5He
6Li
*He
12C
16Q

# pair operations

72
198
420
765

1,932
6.930

16.920

vector length

24
96

320
1,280
7,168

3.78x106

8.43xl08

total effort

1.728
19,008

134,400
979,200

1.38xlO7

2.62x10")
1.43xlO13



Table 2. Computational effort for one energy evaluation for various
nuclei using cluster expansion.

cluster # clusters x vector length # pair i 6 O
size 4He 16O 40Ca operations effort

2
3
4
5

40
96
96

736
11,648
134,848
1.19xl06

4,720
200,640
6.54x106

1.71x108

9
72
198
420

6,624
838,656
2.67xlO7

5.00xl08



Table 3. Convergence of cluster expansion for ground-state energy
of 16O with Argonne vj4 + Urbana VII interaction.
Energies are in MeV/nucleon.

term 1-bodv
cluster contribution

2-bodv

17.2±0.1
-46.8+0.2

-29.6±0.1

3-body

-1.7+0.1
8.0+0.1

-4.0*0.1
2.3+0.1

4-body

0.2±0.2
-1.0±0.2

2.2±0.1
1.4+0.1

sum
1-4

34.5+0.3
-39.8+0.2

-1.8+0.1
-7.1+0.1

sum
1-16

34.5
-39.7
-2.6
-7.8

Vii
H

18.8+0.1

18.8+0.1



Table - . Binding energy (in MeV) for few-body nuclei, with
different Hamiltonians and calculational methods.

nucleus
3H

-He

Hamiltonian

nature

Reid v s

Argonne V14

Nijmegen

Paris

Argonne v ̂ 4
+ Urbana VIE

nature

Reid
Reid %'s

Argonne V14

Argonne v^4
+ Urbana VII

method

experiment

variaiional MC
GFMC
34-ch. Faddeev

variational MC
34-ch. Faddeev

34-ch. Faddeev

34-ch. Faddeev

variational MC
34-ch. Faddeev

experiment

coupled cluster
variational MC
GFMC

variational MC

variational MC

binding energy

8.48
7.31
7.54
7.59

7.45
7.67

7.62

7.47

8.21
8.46

28.3

24.
23.6
24.5

23.5

30.5



Table 5. Binding energy and separation energy (in MeV/nucleon)
for light nuclei with different Hamiltonians and
calculational methods.

nucleus

6Li

16Q

•*°Ca

Hamiltonian

nature

Arsonne vj4
+ Urbaiia VII

nature

Reid
Reid v 6

Argonne V14
+ Urbana VII

nature

Reid

Argonne v^
+ Urbana VH

method

experiment

variations! MC

experiment

coupled cluster
variational MC

cluster MC

experiment

coupled cluster

cluster MC

binding energy

5.33

5.16

8.0

5.0
6.2

7.8

8.5

6.0

8.6 (±1.

separation enerey

5.09 (a+d)

5.45

7.1 (4a)

6.0

7.6

5)
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Fig. 1. Diagrams coniributing to the NN potential.
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Fig. 3. Correlation functions in 4He generated for the Argonne V14
+ Urbana VDI interaction.
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Fig. 4. Point nucleon density distributions for various nuclei.


